PRESS RELEASE: NATIVE LIFE IN THE THIRD MILLENNIUM  11.2020

MODEL SEE MEDIA announces the publication of Native Life in the Third Millennium, the debut poetry and short story collection from the winner of a Betty Trask Award and the inaugural PEN International New Voices Award. In Native Life in the Third Millennium (2020), Masande Ntshanga’s third book after The Reactive (2014) and Triangulum (2019), a poet, philosopher and programmer wrestle with systemic oppression and themselves, navigating anomie, alienation and flashes of abundance in millennial Africa. Intertwining poetry and prose, Ntshanga’s chapbook, written during lockdown, is “another genre-bending, inventive and pulsive literary work by one of Africa’s most exciting young voices.”—Pontas Agency

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE: R150.00
RELEASE DATE: 1 DECEMBER 2020
ISBN: 978-0-620-89937-6
PAGES: 55
SIZE: 105 x 148 mm [A6]
QTY: 100 ONLY
REQUEST A REVIEW COPY: INFO@MODELSEE.CO.ZA

DETAILS: LIMITED EDITION, NUMBERED AND SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR. ALL PROCEEDS GO TO ORGANISATIONS ADVOCATING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND THE CONSERVATION OF PLANET EARTH.

AVAILABLE FROM independent bookstores nationwide and online.

MODEL SEE MEDIA, also known as MDL SEE [est. 2020], is a public sphere intervention and the world’s first pop-up publisher of experimental literature, art and code.

MASANDE NTSHANGA is a writer and the inventor of MDL SEE.